
Human-Centered AI Empowering 
Legal Professionals

The most powerful Artificial Intelligence tools augment and amplify human cognition, melding 
mind and machine to drive better results. The latest release of Reveal’s flagship platform does this 
and more.

The Reveal platform delivers the most comprehensive set of AI functionality in the legal industry. 
You can build efficient and scalable AI-powered workflows with seamlessly integrated data 
visualizations and AI modeling to make informed decisions faster. All with a world-class user 
experience that puts you at the center of every data decision.

All in on AI



Reveal is Changing How You 
Approach eDiscovery 

Reveal gives you the most complete investigative and 
eDiscovery platform. You can transform the most challenging 
data sources into meaningful insights at lighting speed.

• Effectively manage any size matter from processing through production.

• Empower your litigation support and review teams with the AI capabilities they need to

manage the modern eDiscovery.

• Streamline data culling and investigative workflows.

• Make one-click decisions on what data is important to your matter.

• Use patented concept search to quickly uncover hidden connections between terms and

people.

Reveal’s new simplified AI model building workflow helps you prioritize and categorize your 
data faster. Building a custom AI model is as simple as creating a tag. While subject matter 
experts are coding documents, Reveal is using active learning to train your AI model. Use 
predictive scores from your model to prioritize documents for analysis and review.
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A Platform for Every Need
The Reveal platform puts the industry’s leading AI at your 
fingertips and you at the center of the decision-making process.

Electronic Discovery
Interactive data visualizations like Reveal’s Cluster Wheel allow you to rapidly explore your data to 
quickly identify pockets of relevant content. The Dashboard makes it easy to filter your data by time 
and custodian. Build custom AI models to help you prioritize documents for review and get to the 
most relevant content faster.

Early Data Analysis
Use Reveal to make more informed data decisions earlier in your  eDiscovery  workflow. Quickly 
categorize, promote, or remove low value data with the industry’s most advanced AI-powered 
features. Rapidly organize concepts and isolate junk.

Investigations
Find out who knew what and when quickly with tools like interactive visualizations and Concept 
Search. For organizations that do lots of the same kind of investigations – such as harassment 
or discrimination – Reveal offers over 30 out-of-the-box  pre-trained models that can be used to 
jumpstart your investigation.

Communication Compliance
With Reveal, empower your compliance team to quickly and efficiently analyze communication 
content for potential policy violations and legal risk. Combine our data analytics and  lightning-fast 
search technology with our pre-built AI models from the AI Model Library to identify compliance 
issues while suppressing  the communication noise.

Intelligence Mining
Use Reveal to analyze your organization’s dataverse for actionable intelligence and valuable 
insights. Reveal’s transparent Concept Search finds things that would rather stay hidden, seeing 
through code names and other obfuscations to get right to the high value data faster than any 
other data analytics platform on the planet.
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Consolidate & Automate Every 
Step of the Process
Reveal’s Recent Acquisition of LIGL

With the acquisition of Technically Creative and LIGL, the Reveal platform now has the most 
sophisticated workflow automation and digital evidence lifecycle capabilities available.

End-To-End Orchestration
Reveal brings together in one single 
streamlined system every hold and discovery 
task, workflow plan and quality check. With 
Reveal you get a higher level of control, more 
time for more important tasks, and overall 
lower costs. It allows you to easily perform 
and track quality checks, and to oversee the 
process and all its steps in order to address 
any problems before they cause costly delays.

Complete Hold Workflow
Reveal helps you manage the entire hold 
process within one convenient and cost-
effective platform.

It identifies custodians automatically through 
IT system integrations and it preserves at 
source by integrating with existing systems 
and data stores.

In-Place Preservation
Reveal automates the preservation of data 
in-place by enforcing record retention 
policies with one simple click.

It has integrations to more than 40 types 
of enterprise and cloud data sources, 
and it ensures holding custodian data by 
confirming successful data preservation 
through real-time data integrity checks.

Automated Data Collection
Reveal automates ESI collections with 
built-in chain of custody, executes forensics 
remotely, making it possible to integrate and 
manage enterprise and cloud data , to enable 
legal teams to perform comprehensive 
collections in a defensible manner with the 
press of a button.
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Connectors

Additional connectors available
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Automated Connectivity to 
Collaboration Platforms
Reveal’s Recent Acquisition of Technically Creative

Reveal recently acquired Technically Creative, an elite technology services company specializing 
in automating and unifying governance for organizations worldwide. Reveal’s investment in 
Technically Creative allows the immediate deployment of robust data connectors to expand 
governance and compliance workflows within Reveal – all of which will be fully-automated, 
cloud-native and scalable.

The new data connectors include a direct and secure connection between Reveal and commonly 
used platforms such as Office 365, Teams, Slack and more.

The automated data collection workflow enables customers to dramatically accelerate time 
to valuable insights. These data connectors can also help reduce the cost of preservation and 
collection, while helping to mitigate risk when data is on the move.

Data Connectors

Additional connectors available
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Robust Processing & Production 
Capability
Data Processing

Reveal’s fast and powerful processing engine allows you to securely digitize more than 900 
file types with our self-service uploader. Gain insights into your data, regardless of data size or 
complexity, faster than ever before.

Speed & Scalability
Regardless of the size and complexity of your 
data, Reveal enables you to rapidly transform 
your digital content into meaningful insights. 
You now know more in less time.
Reveal’s processing engine is extremely 
flexible and can scale to keep pace with your 
organization’s ever increasing data volumes.

Digitize Everything
Leave no file behind with efficient and 
scalable processing that turns more than 900 
file formats into extractable content ready for 
analysis.

Self-Service Uploader
Users can upload large and complex data 
sets via the web interface. Reveal will 
automatically process your data without 
human intervention. The processing results 
are then presented to you for further 
analysis and review.

Flexible Workspaces
Reveal’s flexible architecture allows you to 
seamlessly transfer processed data between 
workspaces where you can save and reuse 
processed data across multiple matters. The 
workspace reduces matter ramp up time and 
creates efficient project setup workflows.
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Production

View data produced by other parties or create your own productions within the production 
module. Active monitoring scales resources to meet tight deadlines. Easily share productions 
within the tool with secure access or provide access to download the production directly.

Pre-Production Reporting
Access critical information like privileged 
documents, page counts and potential errors 
prior to running your production.

Scalable Job Sizing
Jobs are actively monitored and auto-scaled 
to optimize time to completion.

Color Recognition
Color reduction technology detects when 
color can safely be viewed as black and 
white to reduces file sizes and rendering 
delays.

Automated Distribution
Easily export productions, selecting precisely 
which data to include, changing field names 
if desired. Then, use time-limited dedicated 
links to share productions.
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Interactive Visualizations for 
Rapid Exploration
Explore your data with precision and speed with Reveal’s interactive and interconnected data 
visualizations.

Dashboard
Reduce the noise using Reveal’s Dashboard. Filter out low value content by time, custodian, 
or file type, and quickly zoom in on potentially relevant data. Evaluate documents with higher 
predictive scores to find hidden connections between relevant content and other metadata.

Clusters
Rapidly explore large volumes of data at a zero state to find topics of interest. Easily find key 
clusters of documents and analyze their context to confirm relevance. Isolate and deprioritize 
low value clusters for document review.

Communications
Quickly understand who was communicating 
about specific topics or subset of data, 
including their respective level of participation.

Heat Map
Reveal’s new interactive Heat Map visual 
enables you to identify hidden connections 
between the values of two intersecting fields.
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Dynamic Search at Lightning Speed
Create robust search queries that produce instant results with Reveal’s dynamic 
search builder. Filter on any metadata field or combine the power of search and data 
visualizations to zero in on relevant content faster.

Dynamic Search Builder
Execute a Keyword Search and evaluate the precision of each term in real-time. Create simple or 
complex searches and metadata filters using Reveal’s dynamic search builder.

Concept Search & Brain Explorer
With Reveal’s patented Concept Search technology, search for a term, phrase, or even a 
paragraph. Analyze related concepts using the interactive Brain Explorer and uncover hidden 
connections between terms and people.
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Simplified Supervised Learning 
Workflows
Creating a custom AI Model in Reveal is as easy as creating a tag. Build your custom models 
using AI Driven Batches that intelligently select documents to accelerate the training process. 
Evaluate the effectiveness of your model after each training round and use interactive 
simulations to decide how long to train.

Use 30+ pre-built AI Models from the only AI Model Library in the industry. Apply these models 
at any time to help jumpstart the identification of relevant content.

Use Reveal’s accurate predictive scores to prioritize document review and to help you categorize 
documents based on specific human behavior or wrongdoing.

AI Model Building Workflow
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Jumpstart Your Legal Matters with 
Pre-Built AI Models
No other technology provides you with 30+ pre-built AI models that allow you to jumpstart the 
AI Model training process. Curated by industry leading data scientists, these out-of-the-box 
models can help you quickly organize and prioritize your documents for attorney review.

Apply a model from the library which considers what the model has already learned about a 
specific topic and applies that learning IP to the documents within your project. This will result in 
predictive scores being assigned to each document. You can use these scores to prioritize your 
documents for review, or you can use them to jumpstart the training process for a new model.

AI Model Library
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Quickly Assess Review Quality & Speed
Tagging Reports

Reveal provides you with several new tagging reports that can be used to measure the performance 
of reviewers and provide statistics related to the document tagging/coding function.

Reveal also offers reports that analyze custodian, document, and user related activities

Accuracy Report
This report calculates the accuracy of the 
reviewers in applying tags. This is done by 
comparing tag work product to a specified 
example set and analyzing the document 
content of the examples against that of the 
documents tagged in the report scope.

Breakdown Report
This report provides a select overview of all 
of tags by Tag Set and Reviewer. Retrieved 
entries can be clicked to open the list of 
documents for the selected tag in the grid 
view.

Comparison Report
This bar chart provides a visual overview of
the tags by Reviewer by Tag Set. Reviewer’s 
selections may be quickly compared using the 
color-keyed bar chart; gliding the pointer over 
a Reviewer’s bar provides detail numbers for 
each tag. Retrieved entries can be clicked to 
open the list of documents for the selected tag 
in the grid view.

Efficiency Report
This report provides a breakdown of the
efficiency of the document reviewers. It shows 
the total number of tags set by the Reviewer, 
then breaks this out against Active Minutes in 
Reveal to report Average Tags per Hour and 
Average Tags per Day.
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For more information about how Reveal can empower 
your organization, request a demo today.

The Case for Artificial Intelligence & Pre-Built AI Models

The Preferred AI-Powered 
End-to-End Solution

Reveal is the single investigative and eDiscovery platform you’ve been waiting for. All the AI-
Power you need to design efficient workflows, uncover valuable insights, and accelerate the 
identification of what matters.

As the dataverse continues to increase in size and complexity, you need a forward- thinking 
technology that can keep pace. Whether you work for a litigation support provider, 
corporation, law firm, or government agency, Reveal provides you with all the processing, 
analysis, and review tools you need to manage all your legal matters.

Learn more about how the industry’s preferred AI-powered technology that was built to 
manage the dynamic landscape of electronic discovery.
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https://www.revealdata.com/request-demo?hsCtaTracking=feebf4a0-103d-4b7e-a8ca-a503c65bf89b%7C09ebd8ac-3cda-4ab9-9db3-979325471d2e



